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BENEFITS OF OUR
WHOLESALE PROGRAM
As a family-owned business, Unique Loom

Wholesale Pricing

understands that success is based on strong

Access to exclusive member only promotions

relationships built on trust and results.

$15 shipping per rug within the contiguous U.S.,
no matter the size

With decades of experience in rug design
and manufacturing, we provide retailers

30-Day Return Policy with a restocking fee of
5% per One-of-a-kind rug

and designers with the products, insights

No minimum opening order or reorder minimums

and support they need to stay competitive

Most rugs ready to ship within 24 hours

in a crowded marketplace. Offering a
catalog of over 80,000 rugs including
hand-knotted and machine woven rugs,
allow Unique Loom to be your go-to rug
source for a truly one-of-a-kind experience.
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Proud National Sponsors of

WHITNEY
Collection

Featuring intricate f loral patterns and bold, angular
medallions rendered in soothing, pale pinks, cheerful
yellows and powder blues, the Whitney Collection has
an almost mystical quality that feels right out of a
fairy tale. The subtle abrash gives these rugs a lightly
distressed look that adds to the authenticity. A short,
1/6-inch pile means these rugs are easy to clean and
extremely versatile, best suited for mediumto hightraffic areas such as living rooms or dining rooms.

Machine Woven of Polypropylene

2’ x 3’

4’ x 6’

5’ x 8’

8’ x 10’

9’ x 12’

10’ x 14’

3’ x 3’
Round

5’ x 5’
Round

7’ x 7’
Round

8’ x 8’
Square

3’ x 5’
Oval

5’ x 8’
Oval

8’ x 10’
Oval

7’ x 7’
Octagon

2’ x 6’
Runner

2’ x 8’
Runner

2’ 7 x 12’
Runner

SKU #3154924
also available in:

uniqueloom.com
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SKU # 3155014

SKU #3154852

also available in:

also available in:

uniqueloom.com
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Q ue s t ion s?
info@uniqueloom.com
1-800-765-6958
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